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L : 450mm W: 350mm H : 200mm

D E S I G N E D T H E R E D WAY
The Red Original Water-Tight Deck Bag is designed to deliver exceptional results so you can enjoy the ultimate paddle boarding experience.
Here is how this Deck Bag is able to perform to the Red Original standard:

YKK AQUASEAL ZIP

LUGGAGE TENSIONING SYSTEM

ARMOUR TECH

The best zero-leak totally waterproof
zip you can get, our premium YKK zip
won’t corrode or fail. The durable
air-tight design will perform even if
submersed.

Our deck bag attaches securely to
the deck of your board with our
unique tensioning system, making it a
breeze to take with you on even the
longest of adventures.

Tough but tactile premium high
density waterproof fabric provides
the optimum in durability.
Reinforced base provides
traction on your deck.

HOW TO LOOK AFTER YOUR DECK BAG
Your Deck Bag is designed to be ultra-durable. To keep it in peak performance so that it can been used time and time again follow these tips.
CLEANING

DRYING

We expect your gear to get a
little dirty on your adventures.
Wash off salt, dirt and grime
with soapy water and rinse
well with fresh water.

Mop up excess water with a
cloth or towel. Leave the
zipper open in a warm
environment to ensure
your kit is dry.

The best zero-leak totally waterproof zip you
can get, with a little care our premium YKK
zip won’t corrode or fail. Do Not Force Zip,
pull zip back and remove obstruction. Keep
the zipper free from dirt and obstructions.
Avoid over stretching the zipper opening.

REGULAR USE

STORAGE

LUBE IT UP

With regular use UV
exposure will enevitably
result in slight colour fade
over time. Just remember
to give the Deck Bag a
good clean particularly
after using in salty water.

Ensure your Deck Bag is
completely moisture free.
Apply the supplied lubricant
generously and pull the zipper
to the fully closed position.
This will help protect the Deck
Bag’s Water-Tight feature.

To maintain a totally waterproof
seal long into the future use the
supplied lubricant on the zipper
dock. Carefully apply a small
amount to the front, back and
inside of the zipper dock to keep
the zipper stick free.

YKK AQUASEAL ZIP

Zipper
Dock

LUGGAGE TENSIONING SYSTEM
Our Deck Bag attaches securely to the deck of your board with our unique tensioning system, making it a breeze to take with you on any adventure.

Firstly, centrally position
your Deck Bag onto the
deck of the board and
unhook the clips

Connect all four clips
to the Cargo Point D-Rings
located on the deck
of the board

Apply tension to the cord
by adjusting its length
using the tri-hole slider
located on the cord

With the Deck Bag securely
attached, make sure the
zipper is fully closed before
going out on the water

When you are finished with
your paddle don’t forget to
reclip the clips back onto
the Deck Bag

GET THE MOST FROM YOUR DECK BAG
Check out all the features to get most out of your new investment.
External bungee
loops creating more
areas to store
all your essentials

Reinforced
padded handle for
carrying plenty
of equipment

Try connecting the
Red Original Carry
Strap to the
D-Rings located
on the side of the
Deck Bag

Soft shell with
internal removable
skeleton which
makes it less
painful to fall upon
when paddling

Webbing daisy
chains and D-Rings,
great for attaching
almost any
additional kit using
carabiners or
bungee cords.
Drinks bottle
pockets, sized to fit
Red Original’s
Insulated Drinks
Bottle

Try connecting
the Red Original
Dry Pouch, perfect
for storing valuables
on the water
Exterior paddle
facing quick access
pocket, great for
storing a paddle
cap, sun cream
and other paddling
essentials

